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On the Stability of Finite Difference
Schemes Which Approximate
Regularly Hyperbolic Systems with
Nearly Constant Coefficients
By
Yoshinori KAMETAKA*

1.

Introduction

Consider a first order hyperbolic system of partial differential equations

(i.D

-

and initial data at t = 0

(1.2)

u (0, x) = UQ (x)

x e Rf.

We approximate the Cauchy problem (1.1) (1.2) by finite difference scheme
(1.3)

u(t+k,x) = Sku(t,x)

(1.4)

w(0,*)=Mo(*).

Here k>0 is a time-step and h>Q is a mesh-width, as usual we assume
that k/h = h = constant.
We call the approximation (1.3) is stable if S? is uniformly
bounded on L\Rn} for 0<mh<T.
In constant coefficient case there are many usefull criteria on the
stability of finite difference approximation. (Kreiss [3] , Parlett [4] ,
Yamaguti [7]).
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In variable coefficient case Kreiss obtained sufficient condition for
stability for symmetric hyperbolic systems. But for non-symmetric
hyperbolic systems with variable coefficients there are much less results,
except for few special examples (Friedrichs scheme, modified LaxWendroff scheme. (Yamaguti and Nogi [8]).
We obtained some kind of sufficient conditions for stability of
primary type schemes which approximate regularly hyperbolic systems
with nearly constant coefficients.

2, Pseudo Difference Scheme
To obtain energy inequality for non-symmetric hyperbolic partial
differential equations with variable coefficients pseudo differential operators was a very usefull tool. Here following the ideas of Yamaguti
and Nogi [8] we introduce pseudo difference scheme to obtain local
energy inequality for finite difference schemes which approximate nonsymmetric hyperbolic partial differential equations.
Let K(x, f)eC°°(^ B X^ w -{0}) be homogeneous degree 0 in £ and
K(x, £) = j^(°°, ?) for | x \ >> R. We define pseudo difference scheme
K]t with symbol K(x, $ ) as follows :
Definition 2.1.
(2. 1)

Kku(x) = U.m.

sin A? = (sinAfi, ••-, sin A?,).
Corresponding to the operator A in the theory of pseudo differential operators we define the operator Ah as follows:
Definition 2.2.
(2.2)

Ahu = ST^sin h£\3u

We call one parameter family of bounded operators {Hh ;
null scheme and write jfte3Z 0 if |i-Hi|I=0(A) as h-*Q.
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Following Yamaguti and Nogi we list up some fundamental properties of pseudo difference schemes.
Lemma 2.1. Let a(x) be a smooth function and constant for
\x\>R. Let Kh, Kl, Klih and Kz,h be pseudo difference schemes with
symbols K(x, f), ^* (#>£), KI(X, ?)> and ^C*, ?) respectively and TJ
be translation operator. Then pseudo difference schemes of following
forms are all null schemes.
(2.3)

a (*) Ak - Aha (*) , ^,A - AhKh , [0 (*) Kk - Kka (*) ] ^ ,

3. Primary Type Scheme
We define the primary type scheme correspond to the hyperbolic
system (1.1) by
Definition 3.1.
(3.1)

Sh=±\xA(x^j =o (

T _ ^r-i

A(x) *> *'

T

«-T"
Z

n

1'fi (TO
)

^

-

Here T A =(Ti i & , • • • , T n , A ) is translation operator, Cy(T*) are polynomials
in TA, and C/(^) are real valued functions in S^R". Let introduce
the pseudo difference scheme -4A with symbol
(3.2)

and write (3. 1)

(3.3)

SA

Assumption 3.1. We assume that (1.1) is regularly hyperbolic
system with nearly constant coefficients, that is
(3.4)

AtW=A-

Here A^j are constants, AQ>J(x') are smooth functions with compact
supports and |^4 0 ,/(^) 1-®° are sufficiently small. ^4(^)-f / has real distinct eigenvalues rfj (#><?) J = ^,"m,N and
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inf. ! d, Or, f ) - dt (X, f ) | = «>0.

(3. 5)

are/?"

'fe1
J^&

It is well known from the theory of regularly hyperbolic partial
differential equations that there exist the diagonalizer N(x, f) with following properties
(3.6)

N(x,fiAW>?=D(x,£')N(ix,e')

£(*,£) = A*i(*,f) 0
\ 0 </*(*,£

(3. 7)
(3. 8)

! JVj^Cf) I , ] ALCf) ! , I JVoC*, f) K constant independent of JT and

f. By i^l->co we get the relation
(3.9)

JV.(f)^--f/ = Z)-(f)^-(f)

i?-(f) = /rfi.-(f)

0\

I 0 ^ f B B (f)/
Here dj .„,(£) are eigenvalues of ^L-? 7 and we put
(3. 10)

</,(*, f) =*.-(f) + *,o(jr, f)-

Now we call
(3.11)

S(x, g ) = £ (HA (x) sin f ) 'C, (?)
y=o

the symbol (or amplification matrix) of Sh of the form (3. 1). Here
C/(f) are abbreviation of Cy («''*)• By the spectral mapping theorem
eigenvalues of 5(^, f) are
(3.12)

tf*(^,f)=il{^(^sinf)|sinf|}'Cy(f)
j=0

k = l, -,N.

4. Stability
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that the assumption 3. 1 is satisfied and
for eigenvalues of the symbol 5(°°, f) we assume
(4.1)

k,(f)i 2 <l-^isinf| 2 "

k=l,-,N.

Then the scheme (3. 1) is stable if ^ is sufficiently small and if coefficients C/(f) of the symbol S(#, ?) satisfy following relations

(4.2)
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Accuracy

Definition 5.1. The difference scheme Sh with symbol S(x, ?) is
accurate of order p if
(5.1)

S(^ l f)=«'^

Proposition 5.1. Necessary and sufficient condition for that the
primary type scheme (3. 1) is accurate of order p (uniformly in /I, 0<I
is in the case p = l
(5.2)

C0(f)

(5.3)

C1(f) = l + 0(|f|) J

lfl-0

and in the case p = 2
(5.4)

CoGr)

(5.5)

C1(f)

(5.6)

C8(£)

Remark 5.1. In general it is impossible to obtain the primary
type scheme Sh of the form (3.1) with accuracy
6.

Proof of Theorem 4 . 1

Let Nh be pseudo difference scheme with symbol N(x, f ) the diagonalizer of A^x)-?. We introduce new norm on L2(Rn) by use of
Nh which is equivalent to usual L2-norm.
Lemma 6.1. Under the assumption 3. 1 we have
(6.1)

^\\u\\^\\Nku\\^l^M

VKeLW.

Here di and ^2 are constants independent of h>Q.
Let -Woo,* and N0ih be pseudo difference scheme with symbols /^(f)
and NQ(x,g) respectively. We have

(6.2)

N, = N
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Remember that NQ(x, <?) is homogeneous degree 0 in f and can be expanded by means of spherical harmonics

(6.3)

^(*,f)=s»o,i,.(*)r,..(f).
l,m

Here {F /i?w (£)K«=i,-,«c/) is a base of spherical harmonics of degree /.
Following properties are well known (Calderon and Zygmund [1] ) :
(6.4)

!F / i W I Gr

(6.5)

^(/)< const./"'2

(6. 6)

|«o./..00 i const. r W2 S sup.

Of

By (6. 4), (6. 5) and (6. 6) the expansion (6. 3) converges absolutely
and uniformly in (x, f) ^Rnx {f e^? M ; |f|=l}.

Therefore pseudo dif-

ference scheme N0ih can be expressed as
(6.7)

^o.*« = S«o,i
/,m

Proof of Lemma 6.1.
is obvious.

= || ^. (sin Af ) u (f ) || - 1| S «o. /, . (*) S"1 [ F/. . (sin Af ) w (f ) ]

i — const. ]>] sup.
|z/|<2«*efl"

In assumption 3.1 if we take \AQ(x^)\^Q sufficiently small, we can
assume
const. S sup.
Therefore we obtain

This completes the proof of lemma 6.1.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. It is sufficient for the stability of the
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scheme (3. 1) to show that
(6.8)

\\NflShu\\*<{l + Om\\N,tu\\2

VKeZW).

By use of lemma 2. 1 we can calculate NhSh modulo null scheme 370
as

The inequality (6. 8) is reduced to more simple form

(6. 9)

[(1-

j=Q

for any scalar valued function #eL 2 (j? w ). Here dh is pseudo difference scheme whose symbol is any one of eigenvalues ds(x, ?) of
A(x~)-g'. Let j + k = 2l+l, where j, k a n d / are non-negative integers, therefore j is even and k is odd or conversely j is odd and k
is even.

*' '

k

k , h + Ck,h

Next in the case j + k = 2l, 0<;</ —

Cjifl (ildnA^ *> (i*dkAj kCk,h + Ck,h (i

and in the case j = k =
Ctlk (ildhA^
Thus we have

Let doojt and rf0f& be pseudo difference schemes with symbols flLCO and
J0(^, f) respectively. We have
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l - {£
(fcrf. A) 'C,.,} * *=o
{
y=o
a 1 - j{S
(ttd..^.) ' C,,,} *
{S (fcrf.,4,) *C,..}
=0
*=0
-S(-l)'{(^^)2'-(^,^)2'}{2S(-l)'Cy.;iC2/-/,s+(-l)'C?,,;}
/>i

y=o

From the assumption (4. 1) of theorem 4. 1 we obtain the estimate

( [1- {S(^

On the other hand

If l<^.r—l by the assumption of theorem 4.1, we have

Finally by taking /I and |^0(^)1^° sufficiently small we have

We obtain therefore the desired estimate (6. 9).
proof of theorem 4. 1.

This completes the

Remark 6.1. We can replace the inequality (4. 1) by

(6. 10)

l

/

j=0

7

+ ( - 1) CKf ) } ^ const. | sin f | 2r.
7. Schemes with High Order of Accuracy
If we wish to consider schemes with higher order of accuracy we
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must replace sin? by
(7.1)

2l 1
5 f (f)=Sr.i-i(sinf)
"
/=!

(21-2) !
Now the finite difference scheme with symbol of the following form
we shall again call primary type.
(7. 2)

S(x, f) =

We must change the definition of pseudo difference scheme.
Definition 7.1.
(7.3)

4»« = 9^ [ Is.

Definition 7.2.
(7. 4)

JT,«=l.i.m.*''yf ta sf

Fundamental properties of pseudo difference schemes of section 2 remain
unchanged.
Proposition 7.1. Let £<2#, necessary and sufficient condition
for that the finite difference scheme Sk with symbol (7.2) is accurate
of order p uniformly in A, 0<J<^0, is

(7.5)

cxf)=^-+ocifri-o y=o, i,-f£.

Theorem 7.1. The finite difference scheme Sk with symbol (7. 2)
is stable under the same assumption of theorem 4. 1.
Proof is quite similar to that of theorem 4. 1. It is sufficient only
to see
const. | sin f | <; | sg (?) | ^const. | sin f | .
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8.

Remarks on Symmetric Hyperbolic Case

Let (1.1) be symmetric hyperbolic system with variable coefficients, that is, we assume that -4/00 are all hermitian NxN matrices.
As before we approximate the Cauchy problem (1.1) (1.2) by finite
difference scheme (1.3) (1.4). Here Sk is again the primary type
scheme of the form (3.1).
Theorem 8.1. In this case the von Neumann condition is necessary
and sufficient for stability.
Proof. Necessity of the von Neumann condition for finite difference scheme with variable coefficients is due to G. Strang [5]. It
is sufficient for stability to establish the inequality

((/-S?SO«, ^)>-0(/ON! 2 v M EEL 2 0?«).

(8.1)

Neglecting null scheme we can regard /— S*(x, f)S(jc, f) is the symbol
(in the sense of Lax-Nirenberg [6]) of I—Sfgh- In this case S*(x, ?)
S(x, £) and S(x, f) are diagonalized in the same time by unitary
matrix and consequently #(5*5) = I<r(S) I2. Here <r(S) means eigenvalue of matrix 5. Therefore the von Neumann condition
(8.2)

|*(S(*,f))|<a

v(*, f)e=tf" X tf-

assures that the hermitian matrix /— S*(x, ?)£(#, ?) is non-negative.
In this case S(x, ?) is trigonometric polynomial in f. By the theorem
of Lax-Nirenberg [6] we can establish the desired inequality (8.1).
The proof of the theorem is complete.
9.

Remarks on Regularly Hyperbolic System
of One Space Variable

Let (1.1) be regularly hyperbolic system of one space variable
(w = l). There exists the diagonalizer N(x) of -4(x) such that

(9.1)

N(x) A(x)=D (*) N(x)

D (^) = id, 00
\0

0\

ds(x)l

d-L^x}, -~,dN(x') are eigen values of -400

On the stability of finite difference
(9.2)

schemes
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I-N^OOI, I #001^ const.
1

By multiplying g^R

on both sides of (9.1) we get

#00 4 00 • ? = # 00 • SNW •

(9. 3)

In this case \\N(x)u\\ defines an equivalent norm on L2(J?") without
the assumption of nearly constant coefficients.
Theorem 9.1. In this case the von Neumann condition is necessary and sufficient for the stability of the scheme of the primary type
(3.1).
Proof.

Attention that the symbol

is trigonometric polynomial in f and the theorem of Lax-Nirenberg is
applicable.
10.

Examples

Example 10.1. The main theorem 4. 1 is applicable for Friedrichs
scheme
(10. 1)

S(#, f) = — S cosfy + i'MOO -sinf
n j=i

and modified Lax-Wendroff scheme

(10. 2)

S(x, f) =

But in these cases there are more sharper results by Yamaguti and
Nogi [8].
Example 10.2.

(10. 3)

S(x, 6)

Let assume that C3 = const.>— — , inf |rf y „,(£) |>0.
8 $=i
is accurate of order 2 and

Then this scheme
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Therefore this scheme is stable under the assumption 3. 1 and if A is
small enough.
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